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Tiffany Dover, the nurse who fell to the floor immediately after
being vaxxed on live TV ...has DIED!
12/24/2020
8 Comments
A controversy began in the days following her adverse reaction because she apparently went
missing. Abrupt stop to all social media postings that she was making, not seen at work, people she
knew unable to reach her. Corrupt 'fact' checkers have been actively spinning the story all week to
put distance between her fainting event and the covid vaccine. Many unnamed 'doctors' are being
quoted to say her episode of fainting was not vaccine related.
CHI Memorial Hospital, where she worked released a 20-second video clip on social media —
showing several staff members, (including Dover?), standing together holding signs to support the
coronavirus vaccine rollout and posing a similar looking woman in the foreground with a first
name only name-tag that just said 'Tiffany'.
They also made a statement attempting to quash concerns raised over her sudden disappearance. A
caption accompanying the clip read: “Nurse leadership supports Tiffany,” with the date printed at
the bottom 12-21-20. "We’re pleased to share Tiffany Dover is doing well. Here’s a short video of
her today surrounded by her colleagues who all support her.”
https://usdailyreport.com/2020/12/22/tiffany-dover-alive-hospital-releases-new-video-of-missingnurse-who-fainted-after-taking-covid-19-vaccine-to-counter-death-hoax-and-creates-moreconfusion_n_13324.html
CHI IS SHAMELESSLY LYING, and buying time with suspiciously misleading media, making it
appear she was in the promotional clip with the rest of CHI nursing staff, THE DAY AFTER HER
DEATH? and relaying comments via Twitter that Tiffany possibly made on the 19th. They wrote:
“UPDATE: Nurse Tiffany Dover appreciates the concern shown for her. She is home and doing
well. She asks for privacy for her and her family.”
Doubling down on with more 'damage control' the hospital also said: “We are aware of the
multitude of false information circulating on social media about Tiffany Dover. We created the
video because our nursing leadership wants the public to know of their support of Tiffany and to
clear up many of the circulating rumors.” Of course, without a word as to what those rumors
might have been!

Below is a screenshot of a public death records database, [SearchQuery.com]
that records her death,
at 30 years of age, in Higdon Alabama.
(just 15 minutes drive from CHI Memorial Hospital)

Its not a similar name, IT IS HER, biographical data and next of kin data line up on the public record.

A public obituary was also published in Tennessee, but totally devoid of details, vaccination
was not mentioned nor was any cause of death or funeral specifics.

Tiffany Dover - Cause of Death… Passed Away!
Total media blackout on this information,
all social platforms deleting any mention of it!
That censorship is ongoing.

TIFFANY DOVER, CONFIRMED DEAD AT 30 YEARS OLD.
Vaccinated on December 17th, 2020 - Died on December 20th, 2020
THREE DAYS AFTER RECEIVING THE PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID VACCINATION!
Actual Cause of Death - LETHAL INJECTION
8 comments
RC
12/25/2020 04:17:46 am
Thank you Lord fo giving some justice!!!!!! As a living-breathing being Iám damaged by the people
who work in de medical sector. Those climing to have standing on health issues lied about safty of
vaccins and gaveme a cronical disease but also in menthal by claiming that my vesel of which my
vagina is a part of, that i have to be mental wrong by claiming that my vessel as my vagina is mine.
The label they gave was MBD ( minimal brain damage).When i was nine. At the age of 15 afther
two school boys who were insulted that i refused to lend my vessel for sexueal harrasment, they
beated and kicked at my womb. The school had the opnion that i needed a reprogramming by the
schoolpsych. I checked that also with schoolpsych and she confirmed. I can tell you that the
schoolpsych let that position within 2 months with a burnout,. So i hope you comprihand that
reprogramming didn't succeed. People who contract with this kind of wrongdoings for their job i

really do not mind this result. And as this nurse was willing teel later the bogos story that when she
passe out afther the vaccin that it ws nor related. I hope that more follow her good example.
Reply
tim
12/29/2020 05:18:58 pm
i just did a searchquarry.com search for tiffany dover and i get an error. I tried twice.
Reply
John Lukach
12/29/2020 05:29:21 pm
Tim, not sure if your only typo was in the comment above or the search bar when you tried to
confirm this but there is a typo above, the address you want is SearchQuery.com There is a LOT of
censorship around this story, you won't find anything online that wilkl definitively confirm her
death, which is why I went into public records databases to see if it was in fact there and it was.
There are several Tiffany Dovers listed but only one matches with all her biographical information,
her next of kin etc... It is her. I have even seen phony debunker trolls pointing out the address in the
public record is AL not TN, which is true, however if you look on a Map its not strange at all, she
lives 15 minutes drive across the state line from Chattanooga where she worked as a nurse at CHI
Memorial. I have heard unconfirmable scuttlebutt that her family has been threatened not no
publicly confirm this. It is what it is, but personally I have seen a lot of this sort of intimidation
used. I believe I have confirmed it as well as anyone can at this point, short of driving to her home
and knocking on the front door. She has not returned to work since the vaccination, as of today.
Reply
Kay
12/29/2020 06:47:51 pm
Shame on the imposter girl pretending to b Tiffany and shame on the hospital too. How selfish to
cover up her death and act like the vaccine isn’t poisonous. By not being honest and withholding
this from the public, many misinformed people people will follow in this nurses footsteps and get
the vaccine and die. That fake girl pretending to b Tiffany HAS BLOOD ON HER HANDS...AS
WELL AS THE HOSPITAL!!! HOW ASHAMED YOU SHUD BE! I’d b on my knees begging for
forgiveness for this one....who cares who’s threatening you! Stand up and do what’s right!
Reply
Chatterbox
12/29/2020 10:21:18 pm
The search query.com is gone.
Reply
Eva
12/30/2020 09:08:58 am
How convenient that the searchquery.com website is GONE! Time for big pHARMafia to go too!!
Reply
John Lukach

12/30/2020 08:54:47 pm
I just checked, the entire site is in fact parked behind their domain host now. Here's what you d.
Somebody go look it up on another database. Its not like there aren't dozens to choose from.
Personally, I did this once, paid the 20 bucks or whatever to confirm it once. Don't be lazy. Take
over the hunt for me and if you find it comment here. I will make a post about that. but email me
your screenshots. I have to see what your found or its hearsay. I am writing books, reading a library
of info daily, this hunt is in my rear view window now. But an update is valuable
Reply
Gq link
12/31/2020 10:31:15 am
They used a girl named Amber Lynn... if you look at the side by side profile pics, you can see the
many differences... color of hair tint....how Tiffany parted her hair...in Tiffanys part there are really
light hairs, the eye colors are not an exact match .....Amber Lynn has wrinkles around her
eyes....Tiffany did not...Tiffany wore the necklace lower and to the left... Amber Lynn is
heavier...etc...etc

